
If Only They Could Talk
Our regular focus on equine health. This month
MJR vet NEIL MECHIE reports on an innovative
treatment for joint and soft-tissue injuries.

LATELET-RICH PLASMA

(PRP) is an autologous (made

from the horse’s own blood)

regenerative therapy that can be

used for the treatment of joint and soft-

tissue injuries in horses.

As with other techniques in the field of

regenerative medicine, accurate data on

the success of using PRP in the treatment

of equine injuries is lacking, but the

technique has been in use for a number of

years and is becoming increasingly

popular. 

There seem to be very few adverse

effects of treatment. Although no

randomised clinical trials have been

published to prove any benefit in PRP

treatment, there are numerous reports and

frequent presentations at scientific

meetings that support its use in a variety

of circumstances.

Platelets are small cells that circulate in

the blood along with the red blood cells

(oxygen-carrying) and white blood cells

(infection-fighting) cells. Also known as

thrombocytes (from the Greek for ‘clot’

and ‘cell’) they are a potent source of

growth factors and play an important role

in blood clotting. 

If the body produces too few platelets,

excessive bleeding may occur through

only minor injuries.

Too many platelets and

blood clots may form

where they should not.

Plasma is the fluid in

which blood cells and

substances are

suspended in.

Using PRP is a

relatively simple

process. A volume of

blood is taken from the

horse in a sterile

manor to prevent any

bacteria gaining access

to the sample. The

blood is then

processed to increase

the number of platelets

P
and growth factors it contained within the

plasma. This is done by passing the blood

through a filter or by placing it in a

centrifuge that spins the blood at high

speed to separate it out into its constituent

parts. 

Once separated the sample is drawn up

into a sterile syringe for administration to

the horse. The PRP sample can be ready

to inject into the horse within 15-30

minutes after taking the blood sample.

Platelets release a large number of

growth factors when they arrive at a site of

tissue injury, including platelet-derived

growth factor (PDGF), transforming

growth factor beta (TGF-beta), insulin-

like growth factors (IGF), vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and

connective tissue growth factor (CTGF)

that are known to orchestrate the

movements of other cells and stimulate the

production of repair tissue (extracellular

matrix). It is these growth factors that we

aim to take advantage of when using PRP.

PRP can be used for the treatment of

injured joints, wounds and soft-tissue

injuries. It has been reported that PRP aids

healing in large or complex wounds. It is

applied topically to the wound prior to

dressing and this process can be repeated

if required. 

In the case of a horse’s joints, the

procedure is the same as that for injecting

any other product, such as local

anaesthetic or corticosteroids.  The joint is

cleaned to provide a sterile injection site to

reduce the risk of infection when the PRP

is injected. 

For soft-tissue injuries, such as tendon

or ligament core lesions, a number of

injection sites may be needed. The leg is

clipped and prepared in a sterile manor so

as to reduce the chance of infection. The

PRP is often injected through small

needles directed to the core lesion “hole”

in the tendon or ligament using ultrasound

scan guidance. 

Once delivered to the site of injury it is

proposed the growth factors help drive the

regeneration process after soft-tissue

injury. In the case of soft-tissue core

lesions, it is advised that the horse is

treated with PRP 7 to 14 days after acute

injury. After treatment a sterile bandage is

placed to keep the injection sites clean and

prevent any soft-tissue filling where the

needle injection sites are.

Due to an interest in developing

regenerative therapies in veterinary

medicine I have recently trialled PRP

treatment of a superficial flexor tendon

(SDFT) injury in my own horse. 

Day 1 images: the arrows point to a core lesion of the SDFT affecting 
approximately 20% of the tendon.
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The horse was

given Bute

(Phenylbutazone) and

Colvasone

(Dexamethasone) by

intravenous injection

for seven days to

reduce acute

inflammation once

the injury was

confirmed on

ultrasound scan. The

leg was also cold-

hosed and bandaged

to reduce soft tissue

filling. 

At 10 days post-

injury PRP was

injected into the hole (core lesion) in the

tendon. The leg was bandaged and the

horse continued box rest for a further four

days. At 14 days post-injury the horse

started short periods of hand walking,

which were gradually increased as per a

normal rehabilitation for a tendon injury. 

Initial ultrasound scans at six and 12

weeks post-injury show promising healing

as the images demonstrate.

Images taken on day 1 show a core

lesion of the SDFT affecting

approximately 20% of the tendon.

Six weeks post-injection scans show

the core lesion hole has filled in, but on

the second image a defect where the

needle was placed to inject the PRP is

visible.

Twelve weeks post-injection the images

below are of a similar position to the first

two and show the lesion has filled in.

There is no hole present on the cross-

sectional scan or the scan that shows the

tendon fibres in a longitudinal orientation.

No evidence has been produced to

prove that PRP reduces the healing time

after a tendon injury or reduces the repeat

injury rate. A large

controlled study with

many horses with

similar injuries

treated with and

without PRP and

returned to exercise

and racing at varying

rates would be

required to prove its

efficacy. 

It’s very much a

case of watch this

space, but there may

be interesting

advances with this or

other regenerative

veterinary therapies in

the future.

At Mark Johnston Racing, the peace of
mind of our owners is a priority. This is why
we have included the vet fees in our
inclusive daily rate for horses in training. 

Neil Mechie did his veterinary degree at
the University of London. He then worked

for 14 months as an intern at the Minster Equine Hospital, York, where
his duties included surgical and colic work. After a spell at the
specialist equine practice of vet Simon Stirk, near Ripon,  Neil worked
for six months at Clevedale Veterinary Practice at Guisborough. 

Neil's keen interest in racing is heightened by the fact that he has
a point-to-pointer, and when not kept busy with work by Mark, Neil
spends time looking after his border collie.

John Martin is from the town of Stradbally
in County Laois in Ireland's Midlands.  He
was raised on a farm and from a young age
had ambitions to be a vet. 

He trained at University College in Dublin
and it was there that he first took an
interest in horse racing, which nurtured an
ambition to eventually specialise in working with horses as a vet.  

After graduating he took up a post at a veterinary hospital in Navan,
County Meath, before moving to England to join a practice in Louth,
Lincolnshire. 

He joined MJR at the start of 2010, staying for more than two years
before returning to Ireland for a brief spell and then resuming his
position at the yard in April 2013.
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Six weeks post-injection scans show the core lesion hole has filled in, but on
the second image a defect where the needle was placed is visible

Twelve weeks post-injection the above images are of a similar position to the
first two and show the lesion has filled in


